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How can The Equity 
Project help firms and 
companies meet ESG 
and DEI goals? 

BURFORD INSIGHTS:

“The law firm partners that have been resisting diversity 
have been doing it on the argument that clients don’t 

really care. We have to show them that it’s just not true. 
We care. And we care so much that we are going to take 

our business away from you if you don’t address it.”

—RICARDO ANZALDUA, FORMER EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT 

AND GENERAL COUNSEL, FREDDIE MAC

GAR
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Introducing 
The Equity Project 

Over the course of my career as a lawyer, first at a leading law firm and then in-house 

at the then largest media company in the world, the lack of diversity in BigLaw 

has been unmistakable. And while I am heartened that law firms, in-house legal 

departments and policy makers have all become increasingly and publicly concerned 

with changing the disparities in pay and access to leadership roles for women and 

diverse lawyers over the last two decades, the pace of change remains painfully slow.

Few would argue that diversity is essential for businesses today, not only because it is 

the right thing to do, but also because research shows that it leads to better outcomes, 

thus enhancing companies’ ability to fulfill their fiduciary duties to stakeholders. The 

only real question is how to bring about change more quickly. 

At Burford Capital, we pride ourselves on combining pragmatic economic solutions 

and strategic thinking to help our clients, and it was in this spirit that in October 2018 

we first launched The Equity Project, an initiative designed to use legal finance capital 

to narrow the seemingly intractable diversity gap in law. Originally launched with 

a $50 million pool of legal finance capital to fund matters led by female lawyers, in 

October 2022 we earmarked an additional $100 million to fund commercial litigation 

and arbitration led by female and racially diverse lawyers.

With more than $145 million cumulatively committed as of May 2023, The Equity 

Project enables litigators and arbitrators who have been historically underrepresented 

to build books of business and increase their stature in their firms. It gives corporate 

legal departments a tool for incentivizing their law firms to appoint diverse lawyers 

to leadership positions on the teams that represent them and facilitates important 

conversations around representation and origination credit. 
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Equity Project capital helps companies and law firms to promote diversity and 

augments ESG and DEI efforts while also shifting the cost and risk of loss of 

commercial disputes to Burford—equipping them to advance their diversity goals 

while improving business outcomes. 

Further, when Equity Project investments resolve successfully and generate expected 

returns, Burford will contribute some of our balance sheet profits to charitable 

organizations focused on advancing female and racially diverse lawyers on behalf of 

our clients—so companies and law firms using Equity Project capital can feel doubly 

good about their impact.

The Equity Project is something that we feel passionately about at Burford: It speaks 

to our values and it’s a demonstration of how we can collaborate with our clients 

to accomplish things that matter. I’m honored that we’re joined in this effort by an 

extraordinary group of Equity Project Champions who share our commitment to 

changing outcomes for female and racially diverse lawyers.

If your firm or company is interested in hearing more about The Equity Project, we’d 

welcome the opportunity to speak with you. 

Aviva Will
Co-Chief Operating Officer

+1 212 235 6820

awill@burfordcapital.com

As Burford’s Co-Chief Operating Officer, Aviva Will has helped lead its 
growth through its first decade and beyond. Before joining Burford 
in 2010, she was a senior litigation manager and Assistant General 

Counsel at Time Warner Inc., where she managed a portfolio of 
significant antitrust, intellectual property and complex commercial 

litigation, and a litigator at Cravath, Swaine & Moore. 



Equity Project 
Champions¹

AMY FREY 

Partner 

McDermott, Will & Emery

CAROLYN LAMM 

Partner 

White & Case 

BRENDA HORRIGAN 

Independent arbitrator

CAREN ULRICH STACY 

Founder & CEO 

Diversity Lab & OnRamp 
Fellowship 

ALEXANDRA ROSE 

Partner 

Clayton Utz

ADRIANA RIVIERE-BADEL 

Attorney 

Kobre & Kim

FAITH GAY 

Founding Partner 

Selendy & Gay

ELIZABETH BRANNEN 

Managing Partner & Chair of 
Intellectual Property Litigation 

Stris & Maher

DANIEL WINTERFELDT MBE KC 
(HON) 

Founder & Chair, InterLaw Diversity 
Forum; Managing Director & 

General Counsel – EMEA & Asia  

Jefferies
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KEITH J. HARRISON 

Partner, Co-Chair Litigation 

Crowell & Moring 

MEGAN E. JONES 

Partner 

Hausfeld

MARIA GINZBURG 

Partner 

Selendy & Gay

MARIA EUGENIA RAMIREZ 

Partner 

Hogan Lovells

THE HONORABLE 
KATHERINE B. FORREST  

Partner 

Paul, Weiss 

JONATHAN GOLDIN 

General Counsel 

Pearl Health

NICOLE D. GALLI 

Managing Member 

N.D. Galli Law LLC

RUFUS CAINE III 

Co-Founder & Partner 

DEI Strategic Advisory Firm

MYLAN DENERSTEIN 

Co-Chair, Public Policy 
Practice Group 

Gibson Dunn & Crutcher LLP

NORADÈLE RADJAI 

Partner 

Lalive

DR. NADINE HERRMANN (IN MEMORIAM) 

Managing Partner and Chair, EU 
& German Competition Law Practice 

Quinn Emanuel

ROBERTA D. LIEBENBERG  

Senior Partner 

Fine, Kaplan & Black
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SUE PREVEZER KC 

International arbitrator, 
mediator & consultant  

Brick Court Chambers

WENDY J. MILES KC 

Barrister 

Twenty Essex

SUSANNE SCHWALB 

Partner 

CMS 

TARA LEE 

Partner 

White & Case 

VETA T. RICHARDSON 

President & CEO 

Association of Corporate Counsel

STEPHANIE L. CARMAN 

Shareholder 

GrayRobinson

SOPHIE NAPPERT 

International Arbitrator, 
Co-Founder  

ArbTech

How does The Equity 
Project incentivize diversity 
in the business of law?

BURFORD ASKS:

https://www.burfordcapital.com/insights/insights-container/video-equity-project-phase-2/
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“
The fact that through Burford 

Capital, there is now a fund 
of money available to women 

only increases women’s selling 
power. It will also incentivize 

women to go and get work in—
possibly on projects that men 

may not focus on.

”
—S U E  P R E V E Z E R  Q C ,  I N T E R N AT I O N A L 

A R B I T R AT O R ,  M E D I AT O R  A N D  C O N S U LTA N T, 

B R I C K  C O U R T  C H A M B E R S

1  List in formation. Current as of 24 May 2022.
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How does The Equity 
Project work? 

| What is The Equity Project? 
The Equity Project is an award-winning initiative to improve gender and 

racial diversity in the business of law.

With $145 million of legal finance capital already committed to fund 

commercial litigation and arbitration led by female and racially diverse 

lawyers who have been historically underrepresented in the business of law, 

The Equity Project enables diverse lawyers to build books of business and 

increase stature in their firms.

Matters that meet Burford’s financing criteria qualify for Equity Project 

financing when:

• A female or racially diverse litigator serves as first or second chair

• The firm representing the client is a woman- or minority-owned law 

firm (more than 50% of the equity is owned by female or racially 

diverse lawyers)

• A female or racially diverse litigator receives origination credit for the 

matter or the client relationship

• A female or racially diverse partner serves as chair of the plaintiffs’ 

steering committee or as plaintiffs’ lead counsel

• A female or racially diverse barrister is leading the advocacy on the matter
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How does The Equity 
Project work? 

| How does The Equity Project help?  
With capital from The Equity Project, we seek to help female and racially diverse 

lawyers build their books of business by equipping them to pitch their clients and 

firms with our funding in place. As with all legal finance, Burford assumes legal cost 

and risk—either from the client or from the law firm. 

Companies that are highly motivated to promote women or racially diverse lawyers 

can use Equity Project capital to incentivize their panel law firms to put women or 

racially diverse lawyers on their matters. Legal finance also means that companies 

can pursue recoveries without exceeding their litigation budgets—because Burford 

takes on that risk. 

As with most of our financing, capital provided via The Equity Project is provided on 

a non-recourse basis, meaning that Burford commits capital up front (e.g., to pay for 

legal fees and expenses or to accelerate pending damages) and earns its investment 

back only in the event of a successful outcome; Burford assumes downside risk.

Further, when Equity Project investments resolve successfully and generate expected 

returns, Burford will contribute some of our profits to a charitable organization 

focused on advancing women and diverse lawyers on behalf of our client—so 

companies and law firms using Equity Project capital can feel doubly good about 

their impact.

Incentivize firms to 
ensure that clients 

are represented 
by women and 

diverse litigators

Augment and 
advance existing 

corporate diversity 
and ESG goals

Promote 
conversations 

with companies 
and firms about 

representation and 
origination credit
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| What’s the process for tapping into 
   Equity Project financing?  
To qualify for Equity Project funding, matters must meet the criteria of female- or racially 

diverse-led commercial litigation and arbitration as laid out above, as well as meet 

Burford’s standard investment criteria. And as with our other litigation finance business, 

matters considered for Equity Project financing will be reviewed as part of our standard 

diligence and investment analysis, all of which is conducted in-house by our team of more 

than 65 lawyers in a four-step process:

CASE 
REVIEW

DILIGENCE

MANAGEMENT

COMMITMENT

• Parties sign a confidentiality agreement

• Burford reviews background documents

• Determine whether matter meets basic criteria for financing

• Determine whether matter meets criteria for The Equity Project

• Discussion of merits and economics

• Culminates in term sheet

• Burford conducts all diligence in-house—meaning we can 
respond more quickly and fulsomely

• Burford will ask for regular reporting

• We may offer case-related advice, but have no decision-making 
authority

• We will seek updates on any changes to litigation or arbitration 
team that would impact Equity Project financing

• Investment made following approval by commitment committee 
and definitive documentation
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| What we look for when financing litigation  
   or arbitration   
The best candidates for Equity Project capital, as with any matter financed by Burford, 

meet the following criteria: 

• Commercial matter with strong merits and well-supported damages that are 

several multiples larger than the expected case budget 

• Initial case assessment has been done by a litigator before Burford commences 

underwriting

• Documentary and economic evidence support claims 

• Realistically recoverable damages are large enough to support a return for the 

client, Burford and the lawyers

As a general rule, clients, firms and Burford get the best value when the amount 

requested from us to finance fees and expenses is at least $2 million, and the 

majority of our investments are significantly larger. That said, we are motivated to 

back strong female and racially diverse lawyers and women- or minority-owned 

firms with meritorious matters as they build their practices, and therefore we 

encourage those with somewhat smaller matters to contact us.

We encourage female and racially diverse lawyers to reach out by emailing 

equityproject@burfordcapital.com to find out more about The Equity Project and 

how it can directly benefit them. 

TEAM PHOTO

mailto:equityproject%40burfordcapital.com?subject=
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What research tells 
us about GCs and the 
gender gap in law 

While Burford aims to commission new research on the diversity gap, we 

can learn directionally from a recent study we conducted: The 2020 Equity 

Project Study: General counsel and the gender gap in law. This was a report based 

on 77 interviews with general counsel and other senior in-house lawyers at 

companies with a median revenue of $8 billion. 

Burford conducts regular research into topics of interest for our clients 

and earlier this year commissioned research to uncover best practices for 

affirmative recoveries and illustrate how legal finance can increase certainty 

around litigation budget and cash flows.² 

The gender gap in law has been widely publicized for many years, yet despite 

some marked improvements the pace of change remains frustratingly slow. 

It’s clear that many clients are aware of their potential to drive change: 

Indeed, in January 2019, more than 170 US general counsel and corporate legal 

officers signed an open letter to big law firms, lamenting new partner classes 

that “remain largely male and largely white”, and implying that failure to 

address this problem would result in a loss of business. 
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What research tells 
us about GCs and the 
gender gap in law 

However, it is less clear whether and how law firm clients are leveraging 

their significant economic clout. Companies that hire law firms to represent 

them have a significant role to play in bringing about change. By exercising 

their considerable “power of the purse”, clients can incentivize law firms 

to promote female and diverse lawyers to leadership positions. The 2020 

Equity Project Study seeks to understand how companies are exercising their 

influence in practice.

| Key findings include:

• GCs and senior in-house lawyers recognize the business case for having a 

diverse team of external counsel

• Many say they routinely make decisions based on diversity 

• 52% are unaware of how origination credit is awarded by the law firms 

they hire

• 80% say their companies lack formal policies to ensure that the law firms 

they hire are gender diverse

• 60% attribute the persistent gender gap in law to external obstacles such 

as bias, historical inertia, law firm culture and work-life balance

• 48% say their companies have asked their law firm to put a woman on a 

litigation or arbitration team

• 21% say that women litigators’ work is more efficient than that of men 

based on factors such as speed to resolution and/or cost management

• 55% say that knowing about The Equity Project will change the way they 

think about or prepare for future affirmative litigation

Ultimately, GCs support gender diversity, recognize the business case for 

having a diverse team of external counsel and are ready to do their part but 

rightfully regard real progress as a matter requiring collaboration. Savvy law 

firms will take note of the ideas that their clients have for closing the gender 

gap in law and be prepared for clients to utilize non-traditional tools and 

economic incentives like The Equity Project to drive change.

2  2022 Affirmative Recovery Programs Report



How does 
The Equity Project 
support change? 

Encourages 
diverse 

leadership 

Origination 
credit

Advances 
diversity goals

Career 
advancement

Shifts legal cost 
and risk

Female and 
racially diverse 

lawyers
Companies Law firms 

Meet client diversity 
expectations while 
offering attractive terms.

Encourages women 
and racially diverse 
litigators and 
arbitration lawyers 
to take on matters 
requiring significant 
investment but offer 
substantial success fees. 

Meet growing 
expectations from 
clients with regards to 
diverse representation 
on  key matters. 

Advance diversity 
goals for litigation 
and arbitration while 
improving business 
outcomes.

Incentivizes external 
counsel to put 
female or racially 
diverse litigators or 
arbitration lawyers on 
matters.

Promotes 
conversations with 
law firms about 
representation and 
origination credit.

Compete for new 
business by pitching 
their firms and clients 
with risk-sharing terms. 

Showcase financial 
savvy and leadership 
ability to clients by 
meeting recovery 
targets without adding 
cost or risk.

Eases pathways to 
origination credit and 
leadership positions 
in significant matters.

Raises profiles within 
their law firms. 

Augments and advances organization’s existing 
diversity and ESG goals. 

Advances the careers of female and racially diverse lawyers through a charitable 
contribution in the client’s name to organizations focused on developing diverse 
talent in the event of the successful outcome of the litigation.

14
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The legal and business leaders who support 
The Equity Project as Champions share their 
perspectives on how legal departments 
and law firms can promote diversity, equity 
and inclusion. The following questions and 
answers are excerpted from prior roundtables 
in 2018, 2020 and 2022.3

Perspective from 
The Equity Project 
Champions 
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The gender-based wage gap in law has been 
explained by some as reflecting women’s 
greater likelihood to choose areas of law 
with lower-average salaries than more male-
dominated areas—including commercial 
litigation. Assuming that’s consistent with your 
experience, what do you perceive to be the 
special barriers to women in specific practice 
areas like commercial litigation?

Q.

Katherine Forrest: 

In private practice and public service, I have worked alongside and 

mentored many dynamic women litigators. From the bench, however, 

I presided over more than 100 trials and heard hundreds of motions 

argued. The reality was that I saw far more men than women acting as 

lead counsel.

I am not sure why this is—no doubt there are many forces at work. One 

thing I have found generally is that commercial litigation is often the 

equivalent of practicing business law—and men enter law school and 

the work force with (on the whole) greater comfort with basic business 

concepts than many women. This is not universally the case—but it 

is one factor sometimes in play. To try and neutralize this, one of my 

first recommendations to female students and lawyers is that they 

make sure they are as educated in the world of business as their male 
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counterparts—that they become conversant in the lingo of the business 

world and understand what economic forces are at work in various 

industries. I always recommend that they regularly read the business 

section of The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, The Economist 

and the FT.

Nadine Herrmann: 

Commercial litigation is an area of law that attracts (and requires) a 

certain aggressiveness: Clients want someone who fights for them. The 

adversarial setting makes it easier for male attorneys to find acceptance 

for behavior that would be called out as rude or inappropriate in other 

contexts. I believe this is changing, though. Well-researched and calmly 

presented case work can be much more successful.

Roberta Liebenberg: 

As found in an ABA study I co-authored with Stephanie Scharf entitled, 

“First Chairs at Trial: More Women Need Seats at the Table,” women 

litigators are far less likely than their male counterparts to be chosen 

to serve as lead counsel in class actions and as first chairs at trial in 

all practice areas, but particularly in the high fee, high billable hour 

practice areas that are overwhelmingly dominated by men.

The same barriers that have impeded the advancement of women in 

the profession generally have likewise made it more difficult for them 

to achieve success in those lucrative practice areas, which in turn 

dissuades them from entering those areas in the first place. In addition, 

the dearth of senior women lawyers in those areas to serve as role 

models, mentors and sponsors for younger women also perpetuates 

this disparity.

Sue Prevezer: 

I am not sure that there are special barriers to women working 

in commercial litigation. However, the competition for work in 

commercial litigation is fierce and women tend to be more reticent in 

promoting themselves than men. Moreover, the working environment 

is also often not conducive to the way many women work.

“One of my first recommendations to female 
students and lawyers is that they make sure they are 

as educated in the world of business as their male 
counterparts.”



There’s clearly a near universal desire for more 
diversity in law, but progress hasn’t kept pace 
with intentions. What myths persist attempting 
to explain this lack of progress? What can law 
firms and in-house legal departments do to 
actively address and dispel these myths?

Q.

Maria Eugenia Ramirez: 

Some of these myths include the belief that diversity and inclusion 

is simply about morality and ethics, that diversity and inclusion is 

only about gender and race (and nothing else), and that acquiring 

more diversity in law will just result in the exclusion of white people/

white men. Diversity today means so much more than the myths 

described above. Diversity excludes no one, and it requires everyone’s 

participation in order to truly “make it happen”. Law firms need to set 

a consistent strategy to promote diversity as a true firm policy and keep 

track of its implementation. Law firms should also educate their people 

by offering diversity and inclusion trainings, conferences and lectures, 

and participate in certifications such as the Mansfield Rule.

Daniel Winterfeldt: 

We need to break down the myth that what we are currently doing in 

the legal sector around diversity, equity and inclusion is even close to 

the mark. Over time there has been an emergence of more and more 

diversity, equity and inclusion activities such as sponsorships, pro 

bono projects, corporate social responsibility programs, awards, lists, 

et cetera. We need to remind ourselves that our core diversity, equity 

and inclusion activities should focus on the recruitment, retention and 

promotion of diverse talent.

“We need to break down the myth that what we are 
currently doing in the legal sector around diversity, 
equity and inclusion is even close to the mark.”

18
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As the holders of the purse strings, GCs have 
a significant role to play. What do you see as 
the most effective ways in-house lawyers can 
inspire change?

Q.

Maria Ginzburg: 

We recommend in-house teams hold firms accountable for the diversity 

of their teams. For decades, firms have fallen into a habit of pitching 

a diverse team but delivering homogenous ones. The client can and 

should follow up after the pitch to ask about the composition of the 

team and ensure that there is diversity. 

Also, GCs should hire firms where diverse partners lead the matters and 

get credit for doing so. “Old school” law firm compensation models allow 

entrenched relationship partners to take origination credit or nominal 

leadership credit, even when younger partners, who may well be 

diverse, actually run the matter. GCs can have frank conversations with 

firm managing partners to make sure credit goes where it’s deserved—

especially when they are impressed by the performance of a diverse 

attorney. Even a quick email from a client to senior members of the firm 

giving credit for a job well done can be meaningful within the firm. 

Roberta Liebenberg: 

GCs must continue to monitor their outside law firms and encourage 

them to meet diversity and inclusiveness goals, particularly during this 

pandemic. Research shows that the 2008 recession had a devastating 

impact on women and lawyers of color, and it took ten years for the 

percentages of women associates and African American male associates 

to return to pre-recession levels. Unfortunately, the percentage of 

African American women associates is still lower today than it was 

in 2009. In order to avoid a repeat of the last recession’s significant 

backtracking, clients must continue to demand diversity among 

their outside legal teams; that women and lawyers of color receive 

origination credit for their matters; and that women and lawyers of 

color play a leadership role in their cases and transactions. GCs have 

the ultimate power of the purse, and they should use their considerable 

economic clout to reward firms that promote diversity and conversely 

to take business away from firms that fail to do so.

Alexandra Rose: 

GCs are powerful questioners. When clients of law firms demonstrate 

that they care about and are prepared to ask the tough questions about 

diversity, firms are more likely to act. This goes beyond questions about 

policies and procedures and may include more practical questions 
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about what firms are doing on a day to day basis and what the lived 

experience of people in the firm is. Ideally, clients should engage with 

the firm’s leadership team on these topics—not just the immediate 

lawyer they work with. Often clients also bring a unique perspective on 

diversity and can share their own initiatives and learnings. Clients also 

bring fresh ideas and inspiration to law firms on how we can partner 

with clients to do something new to move the dial on diversity and 

inclusion for the better.

Imagine that it’s 2028 and that the gender gap 
in law has shrunk considerably. What do you 
think that will look like? Beyond numbers, is 
there some other concomitant change you 
would expect to see in the business of law, say 
in its culture or values?

Q.

Tara Lee: 

Is it too much to dream that we wouldn’t still be fielding these 

questions? But you’ve asked what I expect to see in ten years, not what 

I hope. I think in ten years we will likely see more women at the helm 

of big firms, in management jobs. I think that’s going to be true in 

the Fortune 500, too. The Harvard Business Review published a “CEO 

Genome Project”—a ten-year study collecting data on what traits make 

a Fortune 500 CEO successful which validates female leadership traits. 

And a widely quoted 2016 study shows that firms with women in the 

c-suite perform more profitably. So I think we are approaching a sea 

change in how leaders are chosen. The rest of the cultural changes will 

flow from there, I think.

Nicole Galli: 

I struggled with this question, because I’m a bit cynical about how 

much can really change in ten years. So, let me rephrase the question: 

In order for us to considerably shrink the gender gap in ten years, what 

would we need to see? I think we would need to see more initiatives 

like The Equity Project. To bring about the kind of systemic changes 

the legal industry needs, women lawyers need financing; they need 

companies really focusing on supplier readiness training; they need 

support to grow their books and their firms; and of course they need 

fair compensation and recognition for their efforts. In short, there needs 

to be a lot of support and education to really achieve a change. 
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Carolyn Lamm: 

It’s hard to imagine how the future will be different, because successful 

women at firms and successful men at firms don’t perform tremendously 

differently. I like to think it will be a kinder, gentler place on my team, but I 

will still demand excellence. I do think there can be greater flexibility within 

the context of doing what needs to be done to be excellent for clients.

Nadine Herrmann: I would hope and expect that greater parity in numbers 

will also change the culture. Litigation, which is sometimes an overly 

testosterone-driven business, would especially benefit from more women in 

leading positions. In my experience, women are more focused on achieving 

the best possible bottom-line result for a client, even if that means forgoing 

the sweet taste of a courtroom victory. We are also less interested in 

destroying the opponent and tend to avoid scorched earth tactics. 

Roberta Liebenberg: 

The attainment of increased gender parity should lead to a more 

inclusive and welcoming culture at law firms. Hopefully, such parity 

will help to halt the stampede of senior women out of the profession. 

Also, the achievement of that parity will hopefully be accompanied by 

more accommodations for both women and men who are balancing 

their professional obligations with their personal obligations to their 

families. Indeed, Microsoft is leading the way by now requiring its 

outside vendors, including law firms, to provide employees who handle 

Microsoft work with 12 weeks of paid parental leave. When larger 

numbers of men avail themselves of parental leave, part-time and flex-

time policies, the longstanding stigma that has attached to the use of 

such policies by women should finally disappear. This should result in 

more women taking advantage of family-friendly policies.

This more inclusive and enlightened workplace culture will be a “win-

win” all around for law firms, clients and individual attorneys, and will 

lead to increased job satisfaction and therefore less attrition.

Katherine Forrest: 

We have reached a moment in time in which workplace values such as 

work/life integration, flexible schedules and remote work arrangements—

values that were traditionally considered to be most closely held by 

women—are coalescing with values held by younger generations, male 

and female alike. I suspect that in 2028 these values will become more 

prevalent and more the norm, with an increasing number of companies 

and law firms fostering environments in which high-level professional 

achievement is evidenced alongside significant time spent with family and 

friends and devotion to outside interests. As a result of law firms better 

reflecting these values—which will ultimately benefit all—I would not be 

surprised if women and men find the practice of law more attractive and 

fulfilling for their long-term career paths.
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What are law firms and companies doing that 
shows real innovation in tackling the diversity 
problem in law? 

Q.

Daniel Winterfeldt: 

The UK Model Diversity Survey is the single most important project 

we have been working on for diversity, equity and inclusion in the UK, 

alongside our recently published research report, Career Progression 

in the UK Legal Sector 2021, sponsored by the SRA, covering diversity, 

equity and inclusion and social mobility, with data from over 1,100 

lawyers in 2020 and over 1,400 lawyers in 2018.

Maria Eugenia Ramirez: 

In this day and age, law firms that fail to recognize and prioritize 

diversity and inclusion will be left behind. As a result, many law firms 

have set certain goals with respect to how much diverse talent they 

need to have in their ranks or in strategic positions of management 

within the firm. Others have set diversity mentoring programs in which 

junior lawyers are paired with senior diverse lawyers who have moved 

through the ranks within the firm, while other law firms have chosen 

total transparency with respect to discussing (internally or externally) 

the diversity challenges that they encounter on a day-to-day basis.

3  Questions 2 and 5 come from the Burford Quarterly No.1 | 2022 (https://www.burfordcapital.com/burford-quarterly/2022-issue-1/equity-project-qa-on-
dei-for-companies-and-law-firms/); Questions 1 and 4 come from the Burford Quarterly No.4 | 2018 (https://www.burfordcapital.com/insights/insights-
container/roundtable-on-women-and-the-business-of-law-part-i/); Question 3 comes from the Burford Quarterly No.4 | 2020 (https://www.burfordcapital.
com/insights/insights-container/champions-two-year-roundtable/) 



NICOLE GALLI  

Managing Member of ND Galli Law LLC, where her practice focuses on commercial 
litigation, including intellectual property litigation and IP counseling, especially 
regarding trade secret protection. She previously spent over two decades in 
two AmLaw 100 firms. She is the Founder and President of Women Owned Law 
(WOL), the first organization dedicated to empowering, supporting and advancing 
women entrepreneurs in the law.

MARIA GINZBURG  

Partner at Selendy & Gay, focusing on complex commercial and financial disputes. 
She has handled civil cases in state and federal courts and in arbitration, as well as 
internal investigations and related regulatory proceedings before the SEC, FINRA 
and New York attorney general. She has recovered approximately $3 billion for 
her clients in residential mortgage-backed securities (RMBS) related actions.

CAROLYN L AMM 

Partner at White & Case in Washington, DC. She regularly serves as lead counsel 
in high-stakes matters, including significant international arbitrations involving 
international corporations and sovereign clients. Alongside her legal practice, she 
is the Distinguished Faculty Chair at the University of Miami School of Law in 
the White & Case LLM program in International Arbitration, where she teaches 
International Investment Arbitration.

MARIA EUGENIA RAMIREZ 

Maria Eugenia Ramirez is a partner at Hogan Lovells with a practice focused on 
international arbitration. She has represented clients in contract, construction 
and telecommunications disputes. She is among Latin American’s Top 100 Female 
Lawyers by Latinvex and has been ranked in Chambers Global, Dispute Resolution 
and Litigation. She received the Daily Business Review’s Most Effective Lawyers—
Pro Bono Award in 2007.

DR.  NADINE HERRMANN ( IN MEMORIAM)  

Dr. Nadine Herrmann was managing partner of Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & 
Sullivan’s Hamburg office and chair of the firm’s EU and German Competition 
Law Practice. She authored a textbook on EU competition and German 
competition law and was internationally recognized as an expert litigator.

ALEXANDRA ROSE 

Partner at Clayton Utz in Sydney, Australia. She uses her commercial litigation 
skills to help clients to head off and solve problems, and has over 15 years' 
experience working with clients on the defense of significant multi-jurisdictional 
claims. She has been recognized as a rising star in Doyle's Guide "Rising Stars—
Litigation & Dispute Resolution”.
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KATHERINE B.  FORREST 

Katherine B. Forrest, former U.S. District Judge for the Southern District of New 
York and former Deputy Assistant Attorney General in the Antitrust Division 
of the U.S. Department of Justice, is a partner in the Litigation Department of 
Cravath, Swaine & Moore. During her tenure on the bench, Judge Forrest presided 
over a diverse range of matters. She has significant experience in complex 
litigation, including in the areas of antitrust, pharma, financial services, toxic tort, 
cryptocurrency, intellectual property and significant employment matters, as well 
as criminal matters and investigations. She is also widely regarded as a leader in 
legal issues relating to technology.

SUE PREVEZER KC

Sue Prevezer KC is a senior barrister with over 30 years’ experience in commercial 
litigation at every level of the UK judicial system and in international arbitration. 
She sits as a Deputy High Court Judge in the Chancery Division of the High Court 
and has conducted arbitrations, as sole co-arbitrator and chair under the major 
arbitral institutions.

TARA LEE

Tara Lee is one of the leading trial lawyers in the United States. She was named 
the US Trial Lawyer of the Year in 2017 by Benchmark Litigation, the first woman 
ever to receive that distinction. She has numerous awards for her skills as a trial 
advocate and has been consistently ranked as one of America’s leading lawyers 
by Chambers USA. In past years she has been recognized as one of the top Female 
Powerbrokers in Law by Law360, a Pioneer and Trailblazer in Litigation by the 
National Law Journal, one of the Ten Most Innovative Lawyers in the US by the 
Financial Times, and one of the Top 100 Women in Investigations by GIR.

DANIEL  WINTERFELDT MBE KC (HON)  

Daniel Winterfeldt MBE KC (Hon) is a Managing Director and the General Counsel 
for EMEA and Asia at Jefferies, and has over 22 years of experience as a corporate 
and securities lawyer in London and New York. In 2008, he founded the InterLaw 
Diversity Forum to promote meritocracy and inclusion for all diverse and socially 
disadvantaged groups in the legal sector. It has 8,500 members from 300 law firms 
and chambers and 500 corporates and financial institutions.

ROBERTA L IEBENBERG 

Senior partner at Fine, Kaplan and Black in Philadelphia. She focuses her practice 
on class actions, antitrust and complex commercial litigation, and white collar 
criminal defense. She was the 2019 inductee to the American Antitrust Institute 
Private Enforcement Hall of Fame and has repeatedly been listed in the highest 
band level as one of the leading antitrust lawyers in the country by Chambers USA.
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current investment 
portfolio

$5.8B
deployed in 
2022

$1B

Band 1 91%

NYSE-listed

Award-winning team

Institutional-quality finance partner

Industry-leading expertise

Unmatched scale

ranked for litigation 
funding, asset tracing 
& recovery and 
international arbitration 
by Chambers

Since inception, 91% of cases 
Burford deployed into resolved in 
our clients’ favor

Multiples larger than next 
largest publicly traded 
competitor¹  

the only finance provider to be publicly 
listed in New York and London 

Lawdragon 100 
global leaders in 
legal finance

Financial Times 
top 10 innovator

New York Law 
Journal trailblazers

employees drawn 
from top firms and 
corporations 

9

601 Three 155+

1 Based on reporting of combined litigation finance investments, unfunded core litigation finance investments and other investments as of April 3, 2023.

Lawyers

Burford Capital has earned a reputation as the leading 
provider of commercial legal finance in the world. Since its 
founding in 2009, hundreds of corporations from startups 
to the Fortune 500 have worked with Burford.

AmLaw 100 firms 

have sought our funding for their 
clients or firms 

Global 100 firms 

&93 89
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“Working with Burford, you have sophisticated 
people... who really understand litigation risk 

and how to assess cases.”

—JOHN B. QUINN, CO-FOUNDER, QUINN EMANUEL 

URQUHART & SULLIVAN LLP

“When I raised [legal finance] with 
management, they loved the idea of 
monetizing claims.”

– HEAD OF LITIGATION, GLOBAL 500 

FOOD COMPANY

“Burford has attracted really smart, 
talented lawyers and that has helped 
them gain a reputation for being able 
to pick winning cases and assess cases 
that are likely to win.”

– PARTNER, AMLAW 100 LAW FIRM

“In a fiercely competitive market, 
Burford differentiates itself by 
its financial strength, but also 
by providing a specialized and 
responsive service to both law firms 
and to ultimate users of funding.”

– PARTNER, INTERNATIONAL DISPUTES TEAM

“Litigation is just breathtakingly 
expensive and that cost concern drives 
a lot of decisions that a legal team 
may be uncomfortable with, such as 
settling cases…to avoid that expense. 
Commercial legal finance does not 
force you to…[settle] prematurely.”

– ASSOCIATE GENERAL COUNSEL, PUBLICLY 

TRADED TECHNOLOGY COMPANY

“The idea of creating certainty around 
cost and de-risking investments in 
litigation is appealing, because it has 
an immediate impact on the business.”

– MICHAEL CURRAN, CHIEF FINANCIAL 

OFFICER AND CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, 

COLEMAN RESEARCH

“Burford… is now the first legal finance 
firm to be dual-listed. Its entry into 
the NYSE, known for its prestige and 
strong regulations, enables it to access a 
deeper capital market and demonstrate 
the level of sophistication it has.”

– BUSINESS INSIDER, “HOW BURFORD’S 

US LISTINGS TRANSFORMING LITIGATION FINANCE,” 

OCTOBER 22, 2020
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